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截了当的指出现阶段我国法官助理制度所被赋予的独特功能，并概要介绍 S 市 X
区法院法官助理之运行现状以及我国法官助理之职责等。
























The fourth reform outline for five years of People's court promotes the
implementation of the judge assistant system, which has been implemented for more
than ten years and still lukewarm, because it provides for the construction of
professional personnel of the court. The judge assistant system is gradually showing
its strong vitality in improving the efficiency of the judiciary and getting the judge out
of the supplementary judicial work.Due to lack of relevant legislation and institution,
position’s and responsibility’s unclear, the judge assistant system is difficult to run
effectively.In judicial practice, it is difficult for judges and law clerks to form an
effective auxiliary relationship,the law clerks does not participate in the court hearing
directly but drafts the judgment documents,the judge gives too much jurisdiction
power to the law clerks and judge's sense of responsibility is gradually reduced. These
above, the judicial reformers need to be on guard.Because we have no measures to
keep law clerks away from drafting the judgment documents,it leads to violate
justice’s regular pattern and parties can’t feel the fairness and justice in his/her judicial
case.Based on the analysis of the judge assistant system of the X district court in S
city,The paper attempts to explore the scientific and rational reconstruction of the
judge assistant system in China.
The dissertation shall contain an introduction,four chapters and a conclusion.
Chapter 1:The Judge Assistant System—An Overview.This chapter seeks to
provide an introduction on the historical development of domestic judge assistant and
points out the unique function of judge assistant system in China.Besides,this chapter
also points out the currently implementation of the assistant judges system in the
district court of X in S city and the responsibility of the law clerks of our country.
Chapter 2:Difficulties Encountered in the Practice of Judge Assistant
System.Based on the analysis of the judge assistant system of X district court in S city,
this paper illustrates the obstacles and problems in the operation of assistant judge













Chapter 3:Study of Foreign Judge Assistant System.As a foreign judge assistant
system that has been practiced for decades, it can give us some enlightenment
implications.The implications include that our country should set up judge assistant’s
pre service training;We don’t have enough judicial assistant.If we take the law clerks
as the reserve resources of judge,it will lead to this situation that the single standard to
distinguish the judge assistant and judge is whether hearing a case in the court.
Chapter 4:The Improvement of Judge Assistant System.In this chapter, the author
points out that the reasonable construction of the judge assistant system must focus on
the overall arrangement of the system.And from the perspective of how to determine
the internal system of judge assistant system, the paper gives a practical scheme too.
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依此选题，唯望借由对 S 市 X 区法院的数据分析、实证考察，挖掘出具有理论
价值之内容，以飨各路学者。倘若还能透过揭露法官助理制度在实践运行中暴露
之问题，为探讨法官助理制度之合理重构尽绵薄之力，便是身为诉讼法学研究生
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